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Terroir: Chocolate, Oysters, and Other Place-Flavored Foods was an interdisciplinary coordinated 
studies program that investigated the concept of terroir through lenses of cultural studies, 
permaculture, and earth science. Students’ readings and seminar discussions were designed to 
investigate the concept of terroir, going beyond the idea of “taste of place”, to consider different 
meanings of terroir historically and across different cultures, as well as from a variety of 
perspectives including scientific, agricultural, and commercial; on regional and global scales.  
 
Students engaged in the study of terroir and the specific terroir of each of these foods through 
twice-weekly seminars and weekly-writing discussing Desert Terroir (Nabhan) and The Taste of 
Place (Trubek) as well as The New Taste of Chocolate (Presilla), Naked Wine (Feiring), and The 
World Atlas of Coffee (Hoffman). Students participated in the Anthropocene and Art Lecture 
Series respectively, that brought broader climate-change and artistic perspectives to students’ 
considerations of terroir. Field Studies were designed to add depth to the studies of the terroir of 
each of these foods: for chocolate – field study at the Northwest Chocolate Festival (Seattle, WA); 
for wine – a week-long field trip to Eastern Washington including visits to 5 vineyards; for coffee – 
tours of local roasters Batdorf & Bronson and Olympia Coffee Roasters.   
 
Over the quarter, students developed a foundational understanding of the earth science 
foundations of terroir through readings from Understanding Earth (Grotzinger), focused on 
minerals, rocks, and soils; and students demonstrated their learning through weekly homework 
assignments, two laboratory practical exams, and two written exams that covered material from 
lecture and components from the laboratory. Students demonstrated their learning in cultural 
studies and permaculture through group projects focused on the terroir of chocolate (Weeks 1-
3), wine (Weeks 4-6) and coffee (Weeks 7-9), as they read selections from The Taste Culture 
Reader: Experiencing food and drink (Ed. Korsmeyer) and Sustainable [R]evolution (Birnbaum & 
Fox). Students engaged in weekly tasting labs supported by faculty and guest speakers, and 
used Taste What You Are Missing (Stuckey) to cultivate the ability to savor and develop the 
vocabulary to describe the tastes of terroir experienced over the quarter. Through workshops, 
students developed media skills in WordPress (to produce a website), Instagram (to edit and 
display photos), Zotero (to manage a bibliographic database), and Audacity (to manage and edit 
sound recordings). Students demonstrated their ability to use these technologies through an 
eTerm paper in the form of integrated group websites that incorporated findings from their field 
studies, with discussions of the culture and permaculture-applications, as well as earth science 
foundations for each terroir-derived food. In Week 10, students presented highlights from their 
chocolate, wine, and coffee eTerm papers to their peers in the program and explained how they 
had engaged in their study of Terroir.  
 
 
Credit: 
4 Terroir Seminar  
4 Terroir Field Projects: Applied Media Studies 
4 Food and Culture with Tasting Lab  
4 Earth Science with Lab 
 


